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Abstract. Let gn,r = (n~r), n ~ 0,05. r 5. [!n). The numbersgn,r occurin a wide variety of 
combinatorial contexts. In this paper we develop some properties of these numbers. 
1. Introduction 
Binomial coefficients of the form (n;r) appear quite frequently in 
the literature of combinatorial theory. The Fibonacci numbers, for ex-
ample, can be given a combinatorial interpretation in terms of sums of 
these coefficients [ 1] . The parity of the Stirling numbers of the second 
kind can be shown to coincide with corresponding binomial coefficients 
of this type [2,3] . These coefficients also occur in the coefficients of 
the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind and in Chebyshev-type 
inverse relations [7]. In this paper we investigate some of the proper-
ties of these numbers. 
2. 
Let n, r be non-negative in~egers. Set go,o = 1 and define 
(2.1 ) g = (n-r) 
n,r r' 
O::;r::; Bn] , 
and gn,r = 0 otherwise. It is trivial that gn,r satisfy the recurrence 
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(2.2) gn+l,r = gn,r + gn-l,r-l . 
Let Gn (x) = !:.rgn,rxr. Then it follows from (2.2) that 
Let G(y; x) be the (ordinary) generating function for the sequence 
. Gn(x). Then 
00 
G(y;x) = L; Gn(x)yn = 1 +y + L; Gn(x)yn 
n n=2 
00 
= 1 + y + E G (x)yn+2 
n=O n+2 
00 
= l+y+ L; [Gn+1(x)+xGn(x)]yn+2 n=O 
= 1 +yG(y;x)+ xy2 G(y;x) , 
and thus 
(2.4) G(y;x) = (1_y-xy2)-1 . 
Setting x = 1 in (2.4), we derive that G(y; 1) = (l_y_y2)-1 which 
is well known to be the ordinary generating function of the Fibonacci 
numbers (see, for example, [7, p. 86]). It follows that Gn(l) = !:.rgn,r 
is the nth Fibonacci number, a result which appears (in slightly different 
form) in [1] . 
Proposition 2.1. For 1 ::; r::; [! n] , 
That is, for fixed n the numbers gn,r are strongly logarithmically con-
cave (SLC). 
Proof. Expanding the coefficients on the right-hand side of (2.5) yields \ 
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gn,r.-l gn,r+l :c (ni:'11) (ni~ll) 
(n-r+I)! (n-r~l)! 
= (r-I)! (n-2r+ 2)! (r+ I)! (n-2r-2)! 
_ (n-r+ 1)r (n-2r)(n-2r-l)(n-r) 2 




This proves (2.S). 
It follows from Proposition 2.1 that the numbersgn,r' 0 ~r ~ [!n], 
are unimodal (see [6]); that is, for fixed n these numbers increase 
strictly to a maximum value, which may be attained for more than one 
value of r, and then strictly decrease. Hence, for given n, gn,r = gn,r+l 
only if gn r is the maximum. We deduce immediately from (2.5) that 
for fixed ~ the maximum of gn,r occurs for at most two consecutive 
values of r. 
For given n, let rn be the least positive integer such that (n;rn) is a 
maximum. We establish a result on the growth of r n (as a funC'tion of 
n) which coincides with a fact proved in [5] for Stirling numbers of 
the second kind. 
Proposition 2.2. Let rn be the least integer such that (",.-rn) is a maxi-
n 
mum. Then rn+1 = rn or rn+1 = rn + 1. 
Proof. We have 
(n+~-r) :. (nir) + (~~[) = (n;r) + n-;r+ 1 (n,r) 
_ ( . r ) (n-r) 
- 1 + n-2r+ 1 r 
Notice that for r < s, r/(n- 2r + 1) < s/(n- 2s + 1). Hence we conclude 
that rn+1 ~ rn, since if rn+1 < rn, then 
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( n + 1-rn+1) = (1 + rn+1 ) (n;-rn+l\ 
'n+l n-2rn+1 + 1 n+l J 
<: (1 + 'n ) (n-rn) 
n-2r + 1 rn n 
= (n~}-'n) , 
which contradicts the definition of' n+ l' Thus, r n+ 1 ;;::: r n' 
On the other hand we have 
In + l-('n+l)\ = n-2rn (n-'n) 
\ rn+1 J 'n+ 1 'n 
and 
from which we immediately deduce that 
Thus, by unimodality, 'n+l ~ rn+l, which concludes the proof. 
We now give an explicit determination of r n for any n. The number 
r n is uniquely characterized by the following inequalities: 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
From (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Fix n, and set rn = 6n. Clearly, 0 < 6 < !. Substituting 6 in (2.8) and 
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(2.9) and simplifying yields 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Sn2 52 -5(7n + Sn2) + (n 2 + 3n'+ 2) > 0, 
Sn252 +5(3n-Sn2) + (n2-2n) ~ O. 
Define the quadratic polynomials 
p(x) = Sn2x 2-(7n + Sn2)x + (n 2 + 3n + 2), 
q(x) = Sn 2x 2 + (3n-Sn2)x + (n 2 -2n). 
Then (2.10) and (2.11) become 
(2.12) q(5)~0<p(5). 
The roots of p(x) = 0 are 
7+Sn+v'Sn 2 + IOn+9 7 + Sn-v'5n 2 + IOn + 9 
al = IOn a2 = IOn 
Since Sn 2 > 0, it follows that p(x) > 0 for x> at and x < a2' But 
at > ! so (2.12) implies that 5 < a2' Similarly, we can show that 5 
must lie between the roots of q(x) = 0, where these roots are 
(-3 ± v'Sn 2 + IOn+9)/IOn. 
Combining these restrictions (notice that a2 is less than the larger 
root of q(x)), we obtain bounds for 5, namely, 
-3 + Sn-v'Sn 2 + IOn + 9 7 + Sn-JSn2+ IOn + 9 
-------- < 5 < 
IOn - IOn 
(2.13) 
Since rn = 5n, it follows from (2.13) that 
(2.14) 
Notice that the upper and lower bounds in r n differ by exactly 1. Hence 
we have proved the following result: 
Proposition 2.3. For given n, let r n be the least positive integer for which 
(n;r) is a maximum. Then 
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(2.15) Tn = Bn-rt-nr(v'5n2+IOn+9)}, 
where {x} denotes the smallest integer bigger than or equal to x. 
Corollary. Let r n be defined as above. Then 
rn = [!n(1-h/S)] or rn = [in(1-h/S)] + I, 
where [x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
Proof. Using the inequality VS(n + I) ::;; v' 5n2 + IOn + 9 ~ VS(n + 2) in 
(2.14) yields 
(2.16) !n(1-iVS)-rt--hVS ~ rn < !n(1-h!S)+J1o -hVS . 
Since both h(3 + 2VS) < 1 and h(7-VS) < 1 (and since rn is an in-
teger), the corollary follows. 
3. 
In Section 2 we noted that the maximum value of gn,r (for fixed n) 
occurs for at most two consecutive values of r. We now determine pre-
cisely when the numbers (n;r) have a double maximum. Equating gn,r 
and gn,r+l' we obtain 
(3.1) (n-r)(r+ 1) = (n-2r)(n-2r-I). 
Expanding (3.1) yields 
(3.2) 5r2 + (3-5n)r + (n2-2n) = O. 
Applying the quadratic formula gives 
(3.3) r = !n-~-hv5n2 + IOn + 9. 
I 
Note that we reject the larger root since this gives a value of r greater 
than ~n. 
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Set a = n + 1, c = V 5n 2 + IOn + 9. Then 
c2 = 5(a-1)2 + 10(a-1)+9 = 5a2 +4. 
Hence we have the following parametrization of nand r: 
(3.4) n = a-I, r = fu[5a-c-S] , 
where a and c are related by 
(3.5) c2-5a2 = 4, c > a > 1 . 
Thus there is a 1-1 correspondence between the solutions n, r of 
(3.1) and solutions c, a of (3.5) such that 10 divides 5a-c-S. The divis-
ibility condition is easily reduced. From (3.5) we see that c =: a (mod 2) 
and thus 10 divides 5a-c-S if and only if 5 divides 5a-c-S. But the 
latter condition is clearly equivalent to 
(3.6) c =: 2 (mod 5) . 
Therefore we wish to find all pairs a, c which satisfy (3.5) and (3.6) .. 
Equation (3.5) is related to Pell's equation [4] of classical number 
theory. To solve it we first digress to state some elementary facts about 
quadratic number fields. Let d be a square-free integer, and let 
Q(Vd) = {r+sVd: r, SEQ} . 
Then Q(..f{l) is a quadratic extension of Q. If u = r + s..fd, define the 
real-valued function Non Q(..[a) as follows: 
(3.7) N(u) = r2-ds2 . 
Then N, which is called the "norm", has the following properties: 
(i) NO) = 1, 
(ii) N(ulu2) =N(ul)N(u2) ' 
(iii) N(u- 1 ) = [N(u)] -1. 
If d =: 1 (mod 4), define 
0d = H(P+qVd): p, q are integers,p=:q (mod 2)}, 
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0d is an integral domain with elements called integers. The invertible 
elements of 0d' called units, are precisely the integers of norm ± 1; that 
is, ~ (p + qya) is a unit if and only if p2 -dq2 = ± 4. For d > 1, there exists 
a smallest unit Ed > 1, and every unit in 0d is of the form ± E~ for any in-
teger k. Further, if N(Ed) = -1, then all units of norm 1 are given by 
± E~k for integer k (see, for example, [8, Chapter 6] ). 
We look now at the case d = 5. Note that 5 is square-free and con-
gruent to 1 (mod 4). We have ES = HI +~) and N(Es) = -1. By what 
was said above, all solutions C and a of (3.5) are given by 
(3.8) k~ 1 . 
Clearly, the condition C > a> 1 in (3.5) restricts us to positive values 
of k. It remains to decide for which values of k we also have 
ck == 2 (mod 5) (c.f. (3.6». 
Using (3.8), we obtain 
i(ck+l + ak+l~) = i(3 +~) i(ck +ak~) 
= HH3ck + 5ak» + t (Hck + 3ak»~' 
Equating corresponding coefficients on both sides of the above equation 
and rewriting the resulting equalities in compact matrix notation, we get 
(3.9) 
From the relation 
(3.10) 
we immediately deduce that 
(3.11) 2Ck+l == 3ck (mod 5) . 
Multiplying both sides of (3.11) by 3, gives 
(3.12) ck+l == 4ck (mod 5), 
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and hence 
(3.13) Ck+2 == 4ck+l == ck (mod 5). 
Observe from (3.8) that cl =:= 3 and c2 = 12 == 2 (mod 5). Thus, (3.13) 
implies that ck == 2 (mod 5) for k even and ck == 3 (mod 5) for k odd. 
Hence we must restrict ourselves to even kin (3.8). 
We can now write down all the solutions of (3.1). As in (3.4), set 
By (3.8), !(c2k +a2kVS) = (H I +VS))4k and so 
c2k = (HI +VS))4k + (!(l-VS))4k , 
a2k = !VS[(t(l +VS))4k _(t(I-ys))4k]. 
Hence all solutions of (3.1) are given by 
(3.14) 
nk = h/5[OO+v'5))4k_(tO-v'S))4k] -1, 
rk = ! [(tel +v'5))4k-l + (!O-v'S))4k-l_4] , 
where k ~ 1. 
Note from (3.14) that nk =F4k -I, where Fk are the Fibonacci 
numbers [1]. 
4. 
Using (3.9), we see that 
Then (3.4) and (3.14) imply 
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Usinga2k = nk + 1, C2k = Snk-10'k-3 and simplifying, we get, in ma-
trix notation, 
(4.1) ( nk+l) = (11 .-15) (nk) _ (2) , k'? 1. 
'k+l 3 ,-4'k 1 
We remark that 
where the eigenvalues of (~ :: i) are ~(1 ±'v'5). 
The recurrence relations (4.1) are complicated by the presence of both 
nk and'k in the formulas for nk+l and 'k+l' We can obtain somewhat 
simpler results as follows: Let w = 0(1 +.j5))4 and w = (t(1-Y3))4. 
Then ww = (-1)4 = 1 and w + w = 7, so wand ware roots of the equa-
tion x2-7x + 1 = O. From (3.14) we have 
.. 
where QI' Q2' Q3 and Q4 are constants. Thus, 
I 
I (nk+2+1)-7(nk+1 +1)+(nk+1) = (kl wk (w2-7w+1)+Q2 Wk (w2-7w+1) 
= O. 
Hence we deduce the relation 
(4.2) nk+2 = 7nk+l -nk + 5 . 
In a similar manner we obtain 
(4.3) 'k+2 = 7'k+1 -'k + 4. 
Using (4.2) and (4.3) we can now easily calculate the values of nand 
I 
, for which (3.1) holds. We present a table of the first seven values of 
n with the corresponding values of' (see Table 1). 
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Table 1 
k nk '"k 
1 2 0 
2 20 5 
3 143 39 
4 986 272 
5 6764 1869 
6 46367 12815 
7 317810 87840 
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